So I've been going back and forth testing my code between the tests pulled from the assign2 directory and the test dropbox, but for whatever reason I keep failing the testing spaces VBST and RBT and I'm not getting any sort of response as to why the tests didn't succeed. Now the weird bit is that I've checked by results for " bstrees -r s10.0 display " against other students results and it matches on a diff check.

The tests say

TEST #47
 bstrees -v ../s10.0 ../display

the test did not succeed

TEST #48
 bstrees -r ../s10.0 ../display

the test did not succeed

Subject: Re: Anyone else failing the test2 Dropbox?
Posted by lusth on Fri, 24 Mar 2017 14:52:08 GMT

Your main is returning 1, signaling that an error occurred. It should return 0 if all goes well.